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BACKGROUND ON DARFUR

In Southern Sudan, civil war has raged for more than twenty years, with animpoverished and marginalized south fighting for better representation from an increasinglyArabic northern government. This bitter struggle has spawned what is now labeled as themost urgent humanitarian crisis in the world.

In February 2003, civil unrest broke out among black African rebel groups in Sudan’swestern region of Darfur, seeking equal rights from the Arab Government of Sudan. Inresponse, the Government began sponsoring militias among Arab nomadic tribes tosquelch the rebellion. These militias have become known as the Janjaweed” (devil on ahorse). The Janjaweed are well armed and directed by the Government of Sudan, with theshared goal of eliminating all black African tribes in Darfur. Together, they began violentlyattacking not just the rebel groups, but black African civilians.

Since fighting broke out it is estimated that nearly 400,000 Africans have perishedand over 2.5 million displaced by the violence. Based on survivor testimony and eyewitness accounts, militia members and government troops have systematically bombed andthen burned African villages, tortured civilians, raped thousands of women, slaughteredhundreds of thousands of villagers and forced the remaining to flee their homes with) nothing. Black African civilians are being locked in their huts and burned alive. Torture) before execution is common, and men are often castrated, their eyes plucked out and theirears and limbs cut off. Rape is used as a further tool of genocide, with the goal ofproducing lighter skinned babies and degrading the Black African population. For largerattacks on villages, the Government of Sudan drops bombs from Antonov aircraft and useshelicopters to fire rockets filled with tiny nails that tear through human bodies.
Millions trapped within Sudan and those who have escaped to neighboring Chad areforced to live in internally displaced persons (IDP) camps or refugee camps, whilehumanitarian aid groups struggle to meet their basic needs for survival. Within Sudan, the

workers to assess the violence and treat the needs. It is estimated that at the height of theconflict up to 15,000 people were dying each month both on account of the violence andilso as a result of the difficulties surviving homeless in the harsh desert climate includingdisease, lack of medical care for injuries, shortages of water and food, and inadequateshelter. This ongoing ethnic and racial cleansing engineered by the SudaneseGovernment is threatening to extinguish the African population from the Darfur region.
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